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Wiki(pedia) and neuroinformatics
Myself — Finn A˚rup Nielsen — fnielsen
Engineer with Ph.D. thesis “Neuroinformatics in Functional Neuroimag-
ing” (Nielsen, 2001)
Building mathematical models and computer programs to analyze brain
scans.
Building a database and data mining tools for meta-analysis: the “Brede
Database” (Nielsen, 2003) and “Brede Toolbox” in the Matlab program-
ming environment (Nielsen and Hansen, 2000). Both distributed on the
Internet.
Wikipedia authoring as “fnielsen” of English and Danish versions since
2002. Small edits in private and well as professional interests.
Almost 1000 Danish edits which makes for a rank about 75 disregarding
robots.




with information from pub-
lished scientific articles.
Information stored in a
simple-format XML
Construction of static web-
pages with 3-D renderings
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Example analysis
Automatic analysis of in-






analysis of bag-of-words ma-
trices (Nielsen et al., 2005).
The burden of data entry is
large.
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Brede Database and Wikipedia
Hard coded deep links in
brain region taxonomy of
the Brede Database to
Wikipedia entries, Neu-
roNames (another taxon-
omy) (Bowden and Mar-
tin, 1995), CoCoMac (an-
other database) (Ko¨tter,
2004), NIH Mesh terms
and labeled volumes (Ham-
mers et al., 2002; Tzourio-
Mazoyer et al., 2002;
Svarer et al., 2005).
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Wikipedia and neuroinformatics
Collaborative and incremental web-based entering would be useful in a
neuroinformatics database.
Structured fields are important. Templates, infoboxes? Semantic Wikipedia
or Wikidata may be interesting.
Extensible database: Flexible fields to accomodate new ideas that are
generated in research
Specialized interface for entering data.
Online numerical processing? And generation of visual elements? Spe-
cialized searches.
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Wikipedia research?















Distribution of edit on Danish Wikipedia
Distribution of edits by
users on the Danish
Wikipedia. Rank on x-
axis. (Myself indicated
with the red cross.)
Similar to (Voss, 2005,
Fig. 6)
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Wikipedia clustering? Preliminaries
Construct binary matrix X(articles× authors) with 1 indicated an edit.
Excluding usernames matching “bot” and documents beginning with
“Wikipedia”.
Exclude articles with less than three different authors.
Danish Wikipedia: X(12774× 3149) with density 0.0025
Some kind of normalization? The results may depend on the exact kind.
Non-negative matrix factorization (Lee and Seung, 2001) — one of the
algorithms “off the shelf” in the Brede Toolbox (Nielsen and Hansen,
2000).
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Wikipedia clustering. Some cluster example
Danish Kings: Christian 3., Christoffer 1., Erik Klipping, Frederik 1.
Countries: Portugal, Slovenien, Polen, Tyskland, Belgien, Estland
2006: Skabelon:Aktuelle begivenheder 2006, FC København, Fodbold,
Tour de France, Lordi, VM i fodbold 2006, Muhammed-tegningerne,
Michael Rasmussen
Danish munipalities and counties: Roskilde Amt, Birkerød Kommune,
Frederikssund Kommune
Years: 2003, 2001, 2004, 2005
Discussion: Bruger diskussion:User#1, Bruger diskussion:User#2, Je-
sus fra Nazaret, Kristendom, Anders Fogh Rasmussen, Diskussion:Dansk
Folkeparti,Diskussion:Muhammed-tegningerne, Kreationisme
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Wikipedia clustering
The cluster results will depend critical on the weighting of authors and
titles.
With no weighting very active authors will dominate the cluster results.
Changing the weighting will show different aspects of the corpus.
Some of the clusters are related to the Category pages of Wikipedia.
Applications?
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